Native?during the six years, 1871-76, in which }>e held the office of superintendent and medical officer. The facts recorded thus possess an additional value from having been placed on record by one observer who was further intimately conversant with all the circumstances affecting the lives of those under his charge, and solely responsible for the sanitary administration of the prison and the medical treatment of the prisoners. " We have taken the liberty of omitting some portions of the report and condensing others. The condensed portions are included in brackets.] Site.?The jail is situated on the edge of a plain exposed in all directions to the prevailing winds, and not in close proximity to any source of malaria; it shares with Calcutta tne general anti-hygienic conditions of the district. The soil THE INDIAN MEDICAL GAZETTE.
[j? 1, 187S. on which the jail is situated contains a considerable amount of clay in the form of thin strata interpolated between the more permeable sandy layers, and varying considerably both in regard to extension and inclination. The level of the wafer varies from [two to three feet from tlie surface at the close of the rains to twelve at the end of the hot weather.
J)rainane.? The natural outfall of the surface wafer is a nullah (Tolly's) which open3 into the Hooghly at a short distance. The area on which the jail is situated slopes from north-west to south-east, at which latter point the jail drainage unites with that of the maidan to be discharged into the nullah.
The drainage of the jail was carried on by means of cutcha and pucca drains; they answered the purpose of carrying off all surface water to the garden, where it was utilized in irrigating the crops, any surplus passing off into a large drain on thp maidan to the east of the jail.
During the rains the large surface drain on tlie maidan to the east of the jail becomes tidal. As the drain passes through a very dirty and densely populated bustee before it reaches the jail, the inhabitants of which make a privy of it throughout the whole yeir, a large quantity of animal debris is carried up and deposited close to the jail walls. It haa been observed on these high tides receding that the prisoners whose dormitories are close to the east wall of the jail suffer much from malarious fever.
It was suggested that the surface water of the maidan should be carried into the large inuuicipal sower on the south of the jail garden, and that the tidal drain in the bustee to the east of the General Hospital be closed. It was, however, found that the municipal sewer was too small to carry off all the storm water from the maidan during the rains, and that, if the maidan drains were diverted into the sewer, there would be every chance of its bursting after a heavy rainfall.
Climate.?The following Europeans.?The healthy well-behaved European prisoners ?were chiefly employed during the six years under review at stone-breaking, bag-sewing, mat-making, and in the workshops as mechanics. The weakly were employed at coir and oakum picking, while the bad and refractory characters were locked up in cells and made to grind wheat.
None of the prisoners suffered in health from the nature and tmount of work allotted to them.
The following Ibs.oz. From the above it will be seen that the prisoners at the various forms of labor above tabulated gained more than they lost in weight. Stone-breaking was one of the hardest forms of labor in the jail, and those employed at it were principally short term men who might naturally have been expected to lose more than they gained ; but it will be seen that in 1875 they gained 11 lbs. 8 ozs. and lost only 4 lbs. 8 ozb., while in 1876 they gained 9 lbs. and only lost 5 lbs. I think this dearly points to the fact that this form of labor did not injure the health of those employed on it.
Natives.? The short term habitual and refractory prisoners were employed on penal labor, such as the trend-mill, stonebreaking, oil-pressing, wheat-grinding, &c. The adolescent and juvenile prisoners were employed at book-binding and a few in the workshops as carpenters and blacksmiths, &c. The adult long term prisoners convicted for a first offence were employed at hard labor, such as cloth-weaving, jute-spinning, &c. The old and weakly were employed in picking grass, sweeping coir, jute-picking, &c.
The following Table shows [June 1, 1S78. From the above it will be seen that only 11 prisoners died from disease, while the three other deaths were judicial executions. When these three executions are deducted, the number of deaths will oidy be 11 or -62 per cent.
I shall have to go somewhat into detail regarding the cause of the mortality among the European prisoners, as some of the prisoners were found on post-mortem examination to have died from other causes than those under which they were returned. I have no remarks to offer regarding the two prisoners who died in 1871. In 1872, the mortality was very high. Of the eight prisoners who died it was ascertained by post-mortem examination that three died from Hepatic Abscess, two from Typhoid Fever, one from Cholera and two from D.Vsentery. Of From the above it will be seen that the highest ratio of deaths occurred in 18/2, when it was 4 69 per cent, per annum, and the smallest in 1871, when it was only 0-91 per cent. The cause of the high mortality in 1872 was cholera, from which disease no less than twelve prisoners died.
{To be continued.)
